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The teaching and learning pedagogy at Cranbourne Primary School is developed on a  

RECIPE (Relevant Engaging Challenging Innovative Personalized Enjoyable) 

 based curriculum that supports the members of the school community to develop intrinsic  

PRIDE (Persistence Responsibility Independence Discipline        

Enthusiasm) in their learning.   
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Happy Birthday to those students who are celebrating their special day this week! 

Thank you and Congratulations to all the parents/carers for your outstanding work at home with your children in 

supporting their on-line learning. You are doing an amazing job!  Remote learning will not last forever, but it will provide 

you with unique life-time memories that you can share and enjoy in the future. Please keep up the great work. 

Our teachers are continuing to set work for your children and monitoring their productivity. If you have any major issues, 

please contact the school and someone will assist you. We can also direct your queries to the class teachers where 

needed.  

This week we rolled out the ‘Seesaw’ on-line learning platform for our Foundation and Junior students. It has been very 

exciting and the teachers have been happy to receive photos and short videos of the students learning at home. 

 

A huge thank you to Mr Clydesdale, who supervised the painting of our new ‘surfaces’ over the weekend.  

Across the school, the grounds have had lots of painting completed. We will post some more photos next week. 

 

Car road map, Twister and 4 Square are great interactive areas, now marked out on the pathways. As we are 
following social distancing at the present time, playing some of these games is not permitted however we can get ready 
and prepare for their use when school resumes. Twister is a fun game that requires flexibility, body awareness and 
balance. 4 square has been a very popular game at school so we have had two areas painted.  

  

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

‘Mirror Me’ – is a game that requires concentration and body awareness. Stand in front of a partner 
at a distance of about 1.5 meters (which is great for social distancing) and face each  other. One  

person does the actions whist the other person is the mirror. The mirror must copy each action made. 
The actions can be made more complicated by incorporating multiple body parts and increasing the 
speed of the actions. Start slow and simple (practice at home) and see how good you are when you 

return to school. 

Have you ever played Snakes & Ladders?  This game requires patience, persistence and 
resilience. Excitement builds when you land on the base of a ladder and get to climb it,       

by-passing many steps, but frustration bubbles when you find yourself landing on the head 
of a snake and have to slide back down to a lower number on the board.  This huge board 
has been placed in the under   cover area at the Junior end of the main building – it is ready 

and waiting to be used.  
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